Does our perceptual awareness consist of a continuous stream, or a discrete sequence of perceptual cycles, possibly associated with the rhythmic structure of brain activity? This has been a long-standing question in neuroscience. We review recent psychophysical and electrophysiological studies indicating that part of our visual awareness proceeds in approximately 7–13 Hz cycles rather than continuously. On the other hand, experimental attempts at applying similar tools to demonstrate the discreteness of auditory awareness have been largely unsuccessful. We argue and demonstrate experimentally that visual and auditory perception are not equally affected by temporal subsampling of their respective input streams: video sequences remain intelligible at sampling rates of two to three frames per second, whereas audio inputs lose their fine temporal structure, and thus all significance, below 20–30 samples per second. This does not mean, however, that our auditory perception must proceed continuously. Instead, we propose that audition could still involve perceptual cycles, but the periodic sampling should happen only after the stage of auditory feature extraction. In addition, although visual perceptual cycles can follow one another at a spontaneous pace largely independent of the visual input, auditory cycles may need to sample the input stream more flexibly, by adapting to the temporal structure of the auditory inputs.

1. Introduction: perceptual awareness, a discrete process?

Our conscious perception of the world appears smooth and continuous. A moving object is not seen to disappear here and reappear there, but as successively occupying all positions in between. Similarly, the sound of an approaching car seems to steadily loom closer, without being interrupted by brief recurring moments of silence. And yet, it is not at all certain that the brain mechanisms supporting our sensory perception are themselves continuous; rather, visual and auditory perception may well be intrinsically discrete or cyclic [1–5]. We are not referring here to the discreteness of individual neuronal events (action potentials, synaptic release) but to the potentially discrete nature of perceptual experience itself. In this case, the continuity of our inner experience would merely be an illusion, a temporal ‘filling-in’ created by our brain to hide its recurring (albeit brief) moments of blindness and deafness, perhaps in the same way as the ‘blind spot’ of the retina is hidden from our consciousness by spatial filling-in mechanisms [6].

The notion of perceptual ‘snapshots’, ‘moments’ or ‘cycles’, once popular [1–4] but later discarded without ever being firmly disproved [7] has regained momentum in recent years owing to a number of converging experimental studies. As we shall see in the following sections, however, most of this new experimental evidence concerns the periodicity of visual perception; it has been more challenging, it seems, to uncover similar signatures of auditory ‘snapshots’. After reviewing the corresponding findings, we consider the major differences between the visual and auditory modalities, both in terms of cerebral organization and information processing demands, that could justify a difference in temporal perceptual organization. Finally, we speculate that both systems, under the influence of neuronal oscillations, may, indeed, represent...
sensory information as a sequence of perceptual cycles, but we will argue that the properties of these cycles must be vastly different for vision versus audition.

2. Perceptual cycles in vision
The notion of discrete perception was a prevalent idea after World War II and until at least the 1960s [1–4]. Even though some authors considered this discreteness to be an intrinsic property of all sensory modalities [1], most of the available experimental evidence came from studies of visual perception [3,4]. One possible reason for such a bias is the fact that the hypothesis of discrete perception was always strongly tied to the observation of large-amplitude ‘alpha’ (8–13 Hz) oscillations in electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings [8]. Because these alpha rhythms were found to be more heavily modulated by visual [9] than by auditory inputs, scientists naturally focused on the visual modality. Most of these previous studies have been reviewed elsewhere [5]; for various reasons, they failed to convince the larger scientific community, and the notion of discrete perception was gradually proscribed. In the past 10 years, however, significant experimental advances have occurred that somewhat restored the option of a discrete perceptual organization in the visual domain. These recent advances are reviewed in the following.

(a) The continuous wagon wheel illusion
In engineering, the term ‘aliasing’ refers to a potential artefact occurring when a signal is sampled by a discrete or periodic information processing system: if the sampling rate is lower than a critical limit (the Nyquist frequency), then the system’s representation of the signal is inaccurate. A special case of aliasing occurs when the signal is a moving periodic visual pattern, and the information processing system is taking temporally discrete samples; in this case, the resulting aliasing has been termed the ‘wagon wheel illusion’, and is vividly experienced as the pattern seems to move in the wrong direction. This illusion is most commonly observed in movies or on television, owing to the periodic sampling of video cameras (generally around 24 frames or snapshots per second). But it is also possible to experience a similar effect under continuous conditions of illumination, such as in daylight [10–12]. This must imply that aliasing can also take place within the visual system itself. Thus, this continuous version of the wagon wheel illusion (or c-WWI) has been taken as evidence that the visual system samples motion information periodically [11–14].

This ‘discrete’ interpretation of the c-WWI is supported by several arguments. First, the illusory reversed motion is perceived only over a specific range of stimulus temporal frequencies, and this range is compatible with a sampling rate (the number of ‘snapshots’ per second) of approximately 13 Hz [11–13]. Second, the critical frequency range for the c-WWI was found to be largely independent of the spatial frequency of the stimulus [12,13] and of the type of motion presented (e.g. rotation versus translation, first-order versus second-order motion) [12]. Such an aliasing determined exclusively by the temporal properties of the stimulus is precisely what would be expected from a discrete sampling perceptual system. Third, during the c-WWI, there is only one frequency band of the EEG oscillatory spectrum that changes significantly, right in the same frequency range of approximately 13 Hz [15,16]. Altogether, these experimental findings converge towards the conclusion that the motion perception system (or at least part of it) samples information periodically, at a rate of approximately 13 samples per second.

Alternative interpretations of the c-WWI have also been put forward which do not rely on temporal subsampling and aliasing. Although all authors agree that the illusion is a bistable phenomenon, coming and going with stochastic dynamics as a result of a competition between neural signals supporting the veridical and the erroneous motion directions [17], most of the disagreement is now focused on the origin of the erroneous signals. While we assume that they arise from periodic sampling and aliasing, other authors have argued that they originate instead from spurious activation of low-level motion detectors [18,19] or from motion adaptation signals that would temporarily prevail over the veridical input [20,21]. We have argued, however, that this alternative account is incompatible with the available evidence. First, the c-WWI is maximal at around the same temporal frequency for first- and second-order motion patterns, whereas motion detectors in the brain have widely different temporal frequency response properties for the two types of motion [22]. Second, focused attention was found to be necessary for the c-WWI to occur [12]; furthermore, attention modulated not only the magnitude, but also the spatial extent and even the optimal temporal frequency of the c-WWI [23,24]. Although the absolute amount of motion adaptation could be assumed to vary with attentional load [25,26], there is no evidence to date that the frequency-tuning of motion adaptation (or of low-level motion detectors) can also be modified by attention. Third, motion adaptation can be strictly dissociated from the c-WWI: by varying stimulus contrast or eccentricity, it is possible to increase the amount of motion adaptation (as measured by both the static and the dynamic motion aftereffects) while decreasing the c-WWI, and vice versa [27]. Lastly, there is converging evidence that the neural correlates of the c-WWI primarily involve the right parietal lobe [15,28,29]; if the illusion was due to adaptation of low-level motion detectors, then its correlates would probably not be expected in such a high-level hierarchical region.

In conclusion, we believe that reversed motion signals in the c-WWI originate from attention-based motion perception systems that sample inputs periodically at approximately 13 Hz, thereby producing aliasing. At the same time, other motion perception systems (e.g. the low-level or ‘first-order’ system) continue to encode the veridical motion direction; it is the ensuing competition between these opposite signals that explains the bistability of the illusion.

(b) Ongoing electroencephalographic signatures of perceptual cycles
The c-WWI implies that a certain part of the visual sensory input (namely motion signals) can be sampled discretely or ‘periodically’. One might predict, therefore, that it would be possible to record neural signatures of this sampling process in the form of a brain signal that waxes and wanes with every sample. Neuronal oscillations in various frequency bands are a natural candidate of choice for such a signature. Recently, our group and others have tested this prediction by assessing the influence of the phase of ongoing EEG oscillations (even
before any stimulus is presented) on the subsequent perception of a visual stimulus (for a detailed review, see [30]).

In our first study [31], we presented dim flashes (6 ms long) in the visual periphery, with the luminance set around perceptual threshold. That is, only half of those flashes were perceived by the observers, while the other half remained unnoticed. The pre-stimulus phase locking on frontocentral electrodes was found to increase just before flash onset, for both the perceived and the unperceived trials (figure 1a). This effect occurred specifically for an EEG frequency band around 7 Hz, meaning that certain approximately 7 Hz pre-stimulus phase values facilitated the conscious perception of the flash, whereas other phase values impaired it. Indeed, when considering the phase of the 7 Hz band-pass-filtered EEG just before stimulus onset on each trial, we could predict the subsequent percept of the subject well above chance. In the same year, Mathewson et al. [32] also reported that the pre-stimulus phase of low-frequency oscillations (around 10 Hz) predicted the trial-by-trial perception of masked stimuli. Such a relationship between visual perception and the phase of spontaneous oscillations implies that visual inputs are not processed equally at all times, but periodically sampled by the visual system.

In our next study, we sought to determine the role of top-down attentional factors in this periodic sampling [33]. Because the target location was known in advance, we reasoned that subjects may have covertly attended to that location in order to improve their perceptual performance. Would ongoing oscillations still modulate target perception at an unattended location? In this new experiment, therefore, there were two possible target locations, and a central cue indicated before each trial the location at which subjects should pay attention. When the target appeared at that attended location, everything happened exactly as in the previous experiment, and indeed, we confirmed our previous results in this condition, with a strong impact of approximately 7 Hz pre-stimulus EEG phase on target perception (figure 1b). When the target appeared on the other, unattended side, however, the phase of ongoing oscillations had no effect on perception (data not shown here). In other words, ongoing EEG phase was related to visual perception solely by the implication of attention. We thus hypothesized that attention samples visual information periodically, and that each approximately 7 Hz ongoing EEG cycle is the signature of a new attentional sample [33]. This conclusion is well in line with another body of recent experimental work that will be reviewed in §2d.

We have also applied the same generic method, identifying pre-stimulus EEG phase opposition between the different outcomes of a given cognitive process, to perceptual tasks other than the mere detection of a peripheral flash. For example, we recently showed that the phase of ongoing EEG oscillations at approximately 10 Hz can also predict the perception of a transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) phoshene, i.e. an illusory visual percept that follows the administration of a TMS pulse [34]. Similarly, we showed that saccadic reaction times to a peripheral target differed for different pre-stimulus 10–15 Hz EEG oscillatory phases [35]. The likelihood of identifying a target in a difficult search array (a T among Ls) was also found to depend on pre-stimulus oscillatory phase, this time at a slower frequency of approximately 6 Hz [36].

All these studies together seem to imply that there is an ongoing succession of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ phases for visual perception and attention, i.e. that perception and attention are intrinsically periodic or cyclic phenomena. As such, these studies constitute a solid initial body of evidence for the
A cross-correlation function, describing the strength of correlation between the stimulus and the brain response recorded after a certain lag, for all successive values of the lag. One might have expected this cross-correlation function to resemble a classic visual-evoked potential (VEP) [43], a sequence of positive and negative deflections lasting about 300–500 ms [44,45]. Instead, we found a much longer-lasting response in the cross-correlation functions, which took the form of an approximately 10 Hz oscillation that extended, in many subjects, for 10 or more successive cycles (figure 4a). This oscillatory cross-correlation response implies that visual events in the world are represented cyclically in the brain, and that this periodicity is also visible in post-stimulus EEG activity. Furthermore, it indicates that a given instant in the world is not merely represented at one instant (or in one ‘cycle’) in the brain, but in several successive cycles. Arguably, this property could provide a significant contribution to the apparent continuity of our subjective experience.

(d) Periodic attentional sampling
Many of the perceptual periodicities described in §2b–c are tightly linked to visual attention. For example, the temporal sampling causing the wagon wheel illusion in continuous light (c-WWI) only occurs when attention is focused on the moving pattern [12]. Similarly, the phase of ongoing EEG oscillations only modulates the probability of detection for attended stimuli [33]. The ongoing EEG phase can also predict the likelihood of detecting a target in a difficult search array [36], an archetypal attentional function. The 10 Hz perceptual echoes were also shown to be enhanced by focused attention [42]. In other words, ongoing perceptual cycles in the brain could be attentional by nature. Is attention a cyclic process? This question becomes particularly interesting when multiple attentional targets must be monitored: in this case, does covert attention periodically sample the targets, just like our gaze, often dubbed ‘overt’ attention, would? Or does the attentional system process all of the targets in parallel? This is a question that has been vastly debated in the past few decades [46,47]. We have recently argued that discrete versus continuous perception and sequential versus parallel attention are but two facets of the same debate [48]. The cornerstone of this theory is that attention is intrinsically periodic (figure 2): when a single attentional target is present, this periodicity is expressed as a sequence of successive discrete samples of the unique target; when multiple targets are present, this periodicity naturally provides attention with a means to scan the targets in a sequential manner.

There are many recent pieces of experimental evidence in support of this notion. The idea that rhythmic attentional sampling could occur just not in the presence of multiple potential targets (a classic form of ‘switching spotlight’ [49–51], but also for a single attended object (a notion we called ‘blinking spotlight’) originated in a 2007 study in which we modelled the effect of set size on psychometric functions for target detection as a function of target duration [52]. To summarize, we contrasted different models of attention and found this ‘blinking spotlight’ to explain human performance better than either the ‘switching spotlight’ or the ‘parallel attention’ models. The intrinsic sampling rate of attention was estimated around 7 Hz (in agreement with several subsequent EEG experiments, such as those illustrated in figure 1).

(c) Perceptual echoes
The various EEG experiments described in §2b indicate that ongoing brain oscillations create ‘perceptual cycles’ in which visual inputs are processed periodically. As a result, we were naturally led to ask the following questions. First, could these perceptual cycles be recorded not just before the time of stimulus presentation (i.e. in the ongoing EEG brain signals) but also afterwards, during stimulus processing itself (i.e. in the evoked EEG brain activity)? Second, for a visual event occurring at a particular instant, how many subsequent cycles would actually process the corresponding visual information? Do the perceptual cycles begin anew with each new sample, or do they also integrate the contents of past cycles, and if so, for how many successive cycles? We designed a simple experiment to answer both of these questions [42]. We presented a ‘white noise’ visual stimulus to our observers while recording their EEG activity. The stimulus was a static disc whose luminance varied randomly at each screen refresh. This random sequence of luminance intensity values had equal energy at all temporal frequencies (between 0 and 80 Hz, only limited by the 160 Hz refresh of the computer screen). We then cross-correlated the recorded EEG activity with the stimulus sequence on every trial, and averaged the results to obtain a cross-correlation function, describing the strength of

notion of discrete perception. It might be argued, however, that a proper demonstration of discrete perception should involve more than just a cyclic fluctuation of sensory excitability. A truly discrete system, just as in the epistemic example of the video camera, should also exhibit a periodicity in the fine-grained perception of time itself, a so-called temporal ‘framing’—meaning that two events separated by a given time interval would be perceived as occurring simultaneously or sequentially depending on whether they happened to fall within the same or distinct perceptual cycles. None of the experiments mentioned above can speak to this question, because they did not directly probe time perception. One such experiment on temporal framing was, in fact, published by Varela et al. [37] (see also [38]). They reported that the perception of two flashes separated by approximately 60–80 ms changed drastically as a function of the phase of the alpha rhythm (7–13 Hz) at which the first flash was presented; at one phase, they would be perceived as simultaneous, at the opposite phase as sequential. Unfortunately, this result has never been replicated, despite several attempts by our group and at least one other (D. Eagleman 2003, personal communication). Critically, however, one of our more recent experiments can also address this issue, albeit indirectly [39]. We examined the ‘flash-lag’ effect, a common illusion in which a steadily moving object is incorrectly perceived ahead of its true location at the moment of a flash [40]. The perceptual lag is generally accepted to reflect the time necessary for updating the conscious representation of the world after the ‘flash’ signal [40,41]. We showed that the trial-to-trial magnitude of this flash-lag effect systematically varied along with pre-stimulus 7–15 Hz EEG phase. That is, the oscillatory phase at (or just before) the moment of the flash determined whether an earlier or a later part of the ongoing motion sequence would be temporally grouped (or ‘framed’) with the flash. This may be the only solid evidence to date for a periodicity affecting not only sensory excitability, but also the fine-grained perception of time.

Perceptual echoes
The various EEG experiments described in §2b indicate that ongoing brain oscillations create ‘perceptual cycles’ in which visual inputs are processed periodically. As a result, we were naturally led to ask the following questions. First, could these perceptual cycles be recorded not just before the time of stimulus presentation (i.e. in the ongoing EEG brain signals) but also afterwards, during stimulus processing itself (i.e. in the evoked EEG brain activity)? Second, for a visual event occurring at a particular instant, how many subsequent cycles would actually process the corresponding visual information? Do the perceptual cycles begin anew with each new sample, or do they also integrate the contents of past cycles, and if so, for how many successive cycles? We designed a simple experiment to answer both of these questions [42]. We presented a ‘white noise’ visual stimulus to our observers while recording their EEG activity. The stimulus was a static disc whose luminance varied randomly at each screen refresh. This random sequence of luminance intensity values had equal energy at all temporal frequencies (between 0 and 80 Hz, only limited by the 160 Hz refresh of the computer screen). We then cross-correlated the recorded EEG activity with the stimulus sequence on every trial, and averaged the results to obtain a cross-correlation function, describing the strength of
Figure 2. Discrete perception and sequential attention could reflect a unique periodic sampling mechanism. (a) A sensory process that samples a single visual input periodically illustrates the concept of discrete perception. (b) A sensory process that serially samples three simultaneously presented visual stimuli demonstrates the classic notion of a sequential or 'switching' attention spotlight. Because many of our findings implicate attention in the periodic sampling processes displayed in panel (a), we proposed that both types of periodic operations (a,b) actually reflect a common oscillatory neuronal process. According to this view, the spotlight of attention is intrinsically rhythmic, which gives it both the ability to rapidly scan multiple objects (as in the classic 'switching' spotlight), and to discretely sample a single source. This dual behaviour is what we refer to as a ‘blinking’ spotlight. (The yellow balls linked by red lines illustrate successive attentional samples). (Online version in colour.)

Recently, Landau & Fries [53] used another psychophysical paradigm in which they drew attention using a salient cue at one of two possible target locations. The observers reported target detection (a contrast decrement in a continuously moving pattern) at either of the two locations. After the salient cueing event, detection performance was found to oscillate at both locations, but in counter-phase such that optimal performance at one location coincided with minimal performance at the other. In other words, it again seemed that attention periodically and sequentially sampled the two locations, with an intrinsic sampling rate of about 7–10 Hz.

We have also used the c-WWI effect to address this question [24]. We varied the set size (number of simultaneously presented moving wheels) and the wheel(s) rotation frequency while asking observers to report any occurrence of reversed motion. As previously (see §2a), we found that reversals were most likely to happen in a specific range of temporal frequencies. For a single target wheel, the effect was compatible with aliasing caused by attentional sampling at approximately 13 Hz, exactly as in our previous studies. But when set size increased, the effective sampling frequency systematically decreased. When four wheels were present, illusory reversals still happened, but they were now compatible with each wheel being sampled at only approximately 7 Hz. One interpretation, in line with the idea of a ‘blinking spotlight’, is that the successive attentional samples, instead of repeatedly sampling the same wheel, were now sequentially exploring the different wheels (or a subset of them); as a result, each wheel experienced aliasing at a lower frequency.

(e) Conclusion: discreteness in visual perception, attention and awareness

It is becoming more and more evident that, in the visual domain, neural oscillations in the 7–13 Hz range have direct perceptual consequences that can be described as perceptual ‘cycles’. This does not mean, of course, that higher-frequency oscillations, e.g. in the gamma range (30–80 Hz), do not influence perception, but these inherently more local oscillatory signals are less easily accessible to our EEG surface-recording methods. It is important to insist that it is not only sensory excitability that fluctuates cyclically at 7–13 Hz, but also higher-level perceptual representations involving visual attention, and possibly even visual awareness. There is, indeed, a tight relationship between these perceptual cycles and attentional processes, as reviewed in §2d. Attention is often considered as the gateway to consciousness [54,55], and it follows that if the gate opens periodically, the contents of awareness will also update periodically. Furthermore, we have described at least one instance in which the conscious perception of temporal simultaneity (i.e. which events in the world are experienced as a single ‘group’, a ‘snapshot’ or a mental ‘frame’) is constrained by the phase of ongoing oscillations [39]. This type of temporal framing is a hallmark of discrete perception, of the successive ‘moments’ of awareness [2].

3. Perceptual cycles in audition

After having reviewed the available evidence for discrete perception in vision, we now turn to the auditory system. It might be expected that the same experimental paradigms that helped uncover visual perceptual cycles could be similarly applied to audition to reveal its intrinsic discreteness. We may anticipate such auditory cycles to occur in the same frequency range as in vision (7–13 Hz), but this is not mandatory. In particular, because the frequency of visual cycles coincides roughly with the maximal range for steady-state visual-evoked responses (SSVEP) [56–58], one might predict that auditory cycles would occur instead around 40 Hz, which is the optimal frequency for auditory steady-state responses (ASSR) [59,60]. Another possibility, supported by certain theories of speech processing [61–65], could be that periodic auditory samples are taken at the same rate at which the relevant phonemic or syllabic events are expressed in normal speech, roughly between 2 and 8 Hz. Unfortunately, as we shall see, this straightforward approach of adapting our experimental paradigms to the auditory domain has not met with overwhelming success.

(a) No auditory wagon wheel illusion

In an initial attempt at directly translating the c-WWI paradigm (see §2a) to the auditory modality, we sought to measure the perceived motion direction of a spatially periodic sound source, such as a sound rotating around the listener through a circular array of speakers. By analogy to the illusion in the visual domain, we hoped to observe decreased perceptual performance, or even reversed motion perception, within a narrow range of temporal frequencies of the sound movement. Identifying this frequency of aliasing would then allow us to determine the intrinsic sampling frequency of the auditory system. It turned out, however, that such perceptual judgements of auditory sound motion can only be performed accurately at low temporal frequencies of sound movement, less than approximately 2–3 Hz (in agreement with previous reports [66,67]). If perceptual performance is already at chance at the hypothesized
frequency of aliasing, then this aliasing will simply not be observed—whether the perceptual process relies on periodic sampling or not. In other words, the only conclusion that can be drawn from this attempt is that, if auditory perceptual cycles exist, then they must occur at a rate faster than 3 Hz—hardly a revealing conclusion.

We then reasoned that sound frequency or ‘pitch’, rather than spatial position, may be the proper equivalent to the spatial location of visual objects. Indeed, the ‘retinotopic’ neuronal organization of early visual cortex is not found in the auditory system, where neurons are instead organized in a ‘tonotopic’ manner [68]. Thus, we designed periodic stimuli that moved in particular directions in the frequency domain—so-called Shepard or Risset sequences [69]. Again, we were disappointed to find that the direction of these periodic frequency sweeps could not be reliably identified when the temporal frequency of presentation was increased beyond 3–4 Hz (figure 3; no temporal aliasing is visible, i.e. no performance below chance or local minimum in performance).

In sum, although temporal aliasing (as measured in the c-WWI) is, in principle, a choice paradigm to probe the rhythms of perception, our attempts so far at applying this technique to the auditory domain have been foiled by the strict temporal limits of auditory perception. Of course, the auditory system is widely regarded as a temporally precise one, but this precision observed for specific auditory features (discrimination of nearby pitch frequencies, interaural time delays) does not extend to periodic sound motion, either in the spatial or in the frequency domains. This limitation precludes using the wagon wheel phenomenon to determine the sampling rate of audition or possibly, the absence of discrete auditory sampling. What we can safely conclude is that, if discrete sampling exists in audition, then it must be at a sampling rate above 3–4 Hz (if aliasing occurred at frequencies below 3 Hz, then it would have been possible for our subjects to perceive it, and they would have systemically reported reversed motion).

(b) No ongoing electroencephalographic signatures of auditory perceptual cycles

One major and undisputable piece of evidence in favour of ongoing perceptual cycles in vision is the finding that the conscious detection of a flash at luminance threshold fluctuates along with the phase of ongoing EEG oscillations (see §2b). Similarly, a dependence of auditory detection on ongoing EEG phase would indicate the existence of ongoing auditory perceptual cycles. We attempted to measure this relation by presenting threshold-intensity ‘clicks’ (0.5 ms square wave pulses) in a silent environment, and asking participants (N = 21) to report their perception via button-presses. Upon applying the same time-frequency phase opposition analysis techniques (figure 1a,b) as in our previous visual experiments [30,31,33], we were unable to reveal any systematic relationship between pre-stimulus phase and auditory perception in any frequency band (figure 1c).

A similar negative report was independently published by Zoefel & Heil [70].
It appears that auditory perceptual cycles, if they exist, cannot be detected with the very same experimental method that has successfully and repeatedly allowed us to reveal periodicities in visual perception. One critical aspect of this method was the presentation of auditory targets in a silent environment—the auditory equivalent of a flash in the dark. In fact, Ng and colleagues recently reported that auditory perception does vary with the phase of 2–6 Hz (theta-band) EEG oscillations when the target sound is embedded in an ongoing sequence made up of several superimposed naturalistic background noises [71]. However, the use of background noise in this study also implies that the relevant EEG oscillations cannot be considered as spontaneous or ongoing signals any more, but are instead driven or entrained by the background noise [72,73].

Phase entrainment to auditory streams has been demonstrated in many previous studies using rhythmic background sounds at delta (1–4 Hz) and theta (2–8 Hz) frequencies, and auditory detection performance was found to covary with the entrained oscillatory phase [74–77]. This phase entrainment mechanism is thought to serve a critical role in speech perception [64,78–85] by aligning the optimal oscillatory phase to the peaks of the speech envelope (which also recur at a frequency roughly between 2 and 6 Hz), and thereby enhancing speech intelligibility [65,78,86,87]. However, it is difficult in such entrainment studies (even the one by Ng et al. [71] in which the entraining background noise contained energy in several frequency bands, including theta), to tease apart the contribution of low-level physical differences in the entraining sound to the perceptual changes recorded at different theta phases. Because the EEG is entrained by (or ‘phase-locked’ to) the background stimulus [88], different EEG phases directly correspond to different moments in the background entraining sound, with

**Figure 4.** Perceptual echoes in the visual, but not in the auditory modality. Each panel is a time–frequency representation of the cross-correlation function between a white noise stimulus sequence and the simultaneously recorded EEG response. The cross-correlation is computed for several lags between the stimulus and EEG signals; then, a time-frequency transform is applied separately for each subject (n = 12); the grand-average results are expressed as a z-score (comparison against surrogate cross-correlation functions obtained by randomizing stimulus–EEG pairings). (a) When the white noise stimulus sequence reflects the changing luminance of a disc in the visual field, after a transient broadband response for time lags below 200 ms, a long-lasting reverberation (up to lags of approx. 1 s) is observed, peaking at approx. 10 Hz. (b) When the white noise stimulus sequence encodes the changing loudness of an auditory pure tone (1000 Hz carrier frequency), the transient broadband response is present, but no subsequent reverberation is observed in any frequency range. The increasing width of the transient response above 30 Hz is likely due to the auditory middle latency response (MLR) [90], a short-lived auditory potential (<50 ms) which appears smeared in time owing to our wavelet time–frequency transform (using an eight-cycle window length at 50 Hz). The same 12 subjects participated in the visual and auditory experiments. (Online version in colour.)
systematic differences in auditory properties (such as loudness and pitch); in turn, these varying physical properties can conceivably affect target detection probability (e.g. through masking or contextual enhancement phenomena). In this way, a rhythmic background sound can both entrain EEG oscillations, and modulate auditory detection in a periodic fashion. Yet, the perceptual modulation in this case is not intrinsically periodic: should the stimulus amplitude profile resemble, say, the outline of Mount Everest or the New York City skyline, so would the listener’s perceptual performance. In other words, the existing evidence so far is insufficient to decide whether the frequently observed theta-band periodic fluctuations of auditory performance reflect an intrinsic periodicity of the auditory system (i.e. true perceptual cycles) or an intrinsic periodicity of the auditory environment (or both).

To conclude, contrary to what we have observed in the visual modality, it would appear that the presence of an entraining (and ideally, rhythmic) auditory background stimulus may be a necessary condition to observe rhythmic fluctuations in auditory perception [73, 76, 89]. Even then, owing to the possibility of low-level confounds, it is not yet evident that such entrained rhythmic fluctuations can be considered as a signature of ‘entrained’ auditory perceptual cycles. It is likely, on the other hand, that purely ongoing or spontaneous oscillations (i.e. those recorded in silence) do not reflect an ongoing auditory sampling process, as they do in vision.

(c) No auditory perceptual echoes

The cross-correlation paradigm that allowed us to reveal perceptual echoes in vision (§2c) could prove a useful tool to test the hypothesis of ‘entrained’ (in opposition to ‘ongoing’) auditory perceptual cycles. Indeed, this paradigm is designed to reveal the resonance properties of a sensory system, that is, whether it presents a frequency-specific response (an ‘echo’, which is also a form of phase entrainment) during a white noise stimulation sequence. In the visual system, this echo was found around 10 Hz, and lasted for up to 10 cycles (figure 4a). If one assumes that auditory perceptual cycles exist, but are only active when they can be entrained by a background sound (an assumption suggested by the data reviewed in §3b), then they may be expected to show up as an auditory echo in this cross-correlation paradigm. More precisely, one might predict observing a resonance in the theta-frequency range, in accordance with the numerous theta-phase entrainment results described in §3b (and in particular the strong theta-frequency periodicity of human speech signals and human speech processing mechanisms). Another (non-exclusive) hypothesis could be that auditory echoes occur in the gamma-frequency band, around 40 Hz: indeed, while alpha (approx. 10 Hz) is the optimal visual stimulation frequency to produce an SSVEP [56–58], gamma (approx. 40 Hz) is the optimal frequency for ASSR [59, 60]. A direct auditory equivalent to our approximately 10 Hz visual echoes could thus also be expected around 40 Hz.

Unfortunately, no significant auditory perceptual echo was detected in our experiments [91], either in the theta nor in the gamma range, or in any other frequency band (figure 4b). While definite, this absence still does not disprove the existence of perceptual cycles in the auditory system for at least two reasons. First, although echoes were associated with perceptual cycles in vision, this association is not mandatory: a reverberation and integration of sensory information over several cycles is likely to be detrimental to auditory perception, so audition may instead rely on cycles that are more temporally independent (i.e. ‘short-lived’ echoes). In this case, figure 4b (and much of the existing literature [62, 64, 80]) suggests that the cycles may occur in the theta (2–8 Hz) and/or gamma (30–80 Hz) frequency ranges. Second, the absence of long-lasting auditory echoes in our experiment merely indicates that perceptual sampling and reverberation do not affect the processing of auditory loudness (the sensory feature that varied in our white noise sequences), even though they affect the visual equivalent, luminance perception. It is still possible, however, that perceptual sampling and reverberation could involve higher hierarchical levels of representation, after the extraction of basic auditory features. In accordance with this idea, oscillations have been repeatedly shown to contribute to speech perception by temporally framing the input stream according to the speech envelope [64, 65, 78–87]. This suggests that auditory echoes, absent with low-level stimuli such as amplitude-modulated pure tones, may still be observed with stimuli having more complex semantic content, such as speech. In that case, we predict that they should be visible around theta or gamma frequencies.

4. Different sensory inputs, different rhythmic sampling strategies

So far, all of the experimental paradigms that have succeeded in demonstrating visual perceptual cycles have also failed at revealing the auditory equivalent. Short of embracing the conclusion that perceptual cycles simply do not exist in the auditory domain, we must contemplate the possibility that these cycles could be implemented in very different ways in the two systems and thus may not be responsive to the same experimental approaches. In particular, it might prove useful to consider the different computational requirements with which each sensory modality is faced in terms of statistical properties and temporal structure of their respective sensory inputs, as well as their respective anatomical and functional architectures. This could help us explain why a processing strategy that is efficient for visual inputs may not be directly applicable to auditory inputs. In particular, we suggested above (§3c) that in audition, contrary to vision, perceptual sampling and reverberation could be restricted to higher hierarchical levels of representation, after the extraction of basic auditory features. There are two arguments to support this hypothesis: first, directly subsampling an auditory input stream (after conversion to the wavelet domain) has much more devastating consequences than the equivalent temporal subsampling of a visual input stream; second, a great deal of auditory feature extraction takes place subcortically, whereas visual processing is predominantly a cortical phenomenon. These arguments are developed in the following sections.

(a) Perceptual effects of visual versus auditory subsampling

In the visual environment, important events and changes tend to occur on a relatively slow time-scale. If one were to take two pictures of the same scene, separated by 150 ms
Auditory and visual vulnerability to input stream subsampling. The same participants ($n = 4$) watched and listened to sequences of 3 s long video and audio snippets (respectively) in different blocks while performing a two-back task (responding to a repeat of the penultimate snippet). Video snippets depicted an actor reading a children’s book in American sign language, whereas audio snippets were recordings of a speaker reading an English literary classic. In each block, all snippets were temporally subsampled to the same frequency. A 2 s long excerpt from a video snippet at 2.5 frames per second is illustrated on the left, and the spectrograms of a single 2 s long excerpt from an audio stream subsampled at 1024 Hz (top) and 16 Hz (bottom) are shown on the right. The corresponding video/ sound files can be downloaded from http://www.cercodis.ups-tlse.fr/~rufin/audiovisual/. The two-back recognition task performance is expressed in terms of sensitivity ($d’$, corresponding to the z-scored difference between hit rates—correctly detecting a two-back repeat—and false alarm rates—incorrectly reporting a two-back repeat). It is an order of magnitude more robust to temporal subsampling for vision than for audition. Error bars represent standard error of the mean across subjects. (Online version in colour.)

There are a number of existing studies reporting subjective judgements of video quality at different sampling rates [95,96], converging to the conclusion that frame rates above approximately 5 Hz are generally deemed acceptable. To the best of our knowledge, there is, however, no equivalent data on the perceptual effects of temporally subsampling the auditory input stream, and no direct comparison of the two modalities using the same task in the same subjects. We therefore implemented such a comparison in a new experiment (figure 5). Our comparison approach was voluntarily naive. We subsampled the visual and auditory inputs in a representation space roughly equivalent to the first sensory stage of each system: the retina (with the entire image representing a subsampling ‘frame’) and the cochlea (with the instantaneous complex frequency spectrum resulting from a wavelet decomposition of the audio signal as a subsampling ‘frame’), respectively. That is, for both sensory systems, we evaluated the consequences of the most severe possible temporal subsampling strategy, by subsampling the very input to the system; then we simply asked ‘will the system be able to cope?’ Of course, a positive answer does not imply that perceptual cycles actually occur at this frequency, but a negative answer casts serious doubt on this idea. In addition, any difference in sensitivity between the two sensory modalities can inform us about viable strategies for each system.

We hasten to mention that past studies have investigated the influence of temporal distortions on auditory perception and more particularly on speech processing [63,65,81,97–103], converging on the notion that audition can withhold temporal degrading of speech envelopes down to 16 Hz or even lower (approx. 4 Hz in [99]). But none of the distortion methods used was equivalent to a strict temporal subsampling of audio inputs. For example, the now classic ‘Shannon’ method [98] consists of low-pass filtering the audio signal envelope, and does it independently for several separate spectral bands.

In our experiment, one original 10 min video and one original 10 min audio sequence were used as the primary stimuli. The audio sequence was a 8000 Hz recording of a male native English speaker reading aloud an English literary classic. The video sequence was a 30 frames s$^{-1}$ (silent) recording of a male actor reading a children’s book in American sign language, shot from a static camera angle. Both audio and video recordings were cut into 3 s long ‘snippets’. The snippets were contiguous excerpts that did not take into account the structure of the story. Although some snippets were certainly more informative than others, before temporal subsampling they were all intelligible or visually distinct (the participants had no prior experience with
American sign language). These 200 snippets were presented (separated by 1 s blank intervals) in a randomized order to four human observers and listeners who were instructed to perform a two-back task: indicate by a button press any snippet that matched the one presented two snippets ago. These two-back repeats occurred randomly with a probability of 33%.

Audio and video snippets were presented in separate blocks of 30 snippets, and in each block a different temporal subsampling was applied. For video subsampling at frequency TF, we selected a subset of frames (one frame every 30/TF, rounded to the nearest frame), and simply played the videos with a frame rate set to TF. For every snippet and subsampling frequency, two subsampled versions were created by starting the frame subset selection either on the first frame, or on the nearest frame to 1 + 30/TF/2. Whenever a two-back repeat occurred in the sequence, it was always between distinct subsampled versions (this was done to prevent the use of static information for recognition). For audio subsampling at frequency TF, we first converted the snippets into the wavelet domain to approximate cochlear transduction (continuous Morlet wavelet transform). We concentrated the samples at those moments where phonetic peak/trough pairs in decreasing order of peak amplitude; in the 2–8 Hz band-pass-filtered speech envelope (starting with the highest peak and its immediately preceding trough; adding peak/trough pairs in decreasing order of peak amplitude; in case more sampling points were available than the number of peaks and troughs in the speech envelope, the remaining points were assigned so as to minimize the maximal sampling interval duration). In sum, this flexible subsampling kept the same average sampling rate as for blind sampling, but concentrated the samples at those moments where phonetic information was maximal. Yet we found no significant difference in the sensitivity of human listeners (n = 7) between the ‘blind’ and the ‘flexible’ subsampling of the input stream at frequencies between 8 and 64 Hz (two-way ANOVA with factors ‘frequency’ = (8,16,32,64 Hz) and ‘sampling type’ = [blind, flexible]; main effect of frequency F3,48 = 17.45, p < 0.0001, no main effect of sampling type or interaction, p > 0.5; data not shown). That is, audition remains an order of magnitude more vulnerable to temporal subsampling of its inputs than vision, even for a ‘flexible’ auditory subsampling. This finding definitely rules out the possibility that sampling at lower frequencies (less than 30 Hz) could occur early in auditory processing, since neither ongoing (‘blind’) nor entrained (‘flexible’) subsampling applied directly to the input stream would leave enough temporal information for further processing. In addition, it is worth noting that early subcortical auditory structures can display exquisite temporal resolution (greater than 100 Hz) that seems incompatible with temporal subsampling [107].

As expected, we found a dramatic difference between the two modalities’ sensitivity to temporal subsampling (figure 5). While visual performance only started to deteriorate below 2.5 frames per second, auditory performance suffered for all subsampling frequencies below 32 Hz. That is, audition was about an order of magnitude more vulnerable to this subsampling than vision.

The observed difference in temporal robustness may explain, in part, why the auditory system does not sample incoming information as the visual system does. In the visual system, we have suggested that ongoing sampling induced by brain oscillations could take place at frequencies between 7 and 13 Hz (§2). As can be appreciated from figure 5, little information is lost by directly subsampling visual inputs in this frequency range. On the other hand, directly subsampling the auditory inputs in the same frequency range has dramatic consequences: the fine temporal structure is irretrievably lost, and the signals cannot be recovered (even through temporal interpolation, which was an integral part of our auditory subsampling procedure in the wavelet domain). This may be an argument for the notion that auditory sampling involves higher oscillatory frequencies, for example in the gamma range [59,62,80,104–106]. Yet our results do not imply that brain oscillations at lower frequencies have no bearing on auditory perception. As mentioned before, there are still two possible (and non-exclusive) oscillatory sampling strategies involving lower frequencies that could remain compatible with these data: first, by sampling auditory representations not in an ‘ongoing’ manner (a regular succession of samples, blind to the temporal structure of the inputs) but in a more flexible manner, ‘entrained’ by the temporal structure; second, by sampling auditory representations not at the input level (e.g. cochlea or subcortical nuclei) but at a higher hierarchical level (e.g. auditory cortex).

In an attempt to address the former possibility, we repeated the above auditory subsampling experiment, this time comparing two modes of audio input subsampling: ongoing or ‘blind’ subsampling, as before, and entrained or ‘flexible’ subsampling. To create these ‘flexible’ subsampling stimuli, we first extracted the speech envelope of each snippet (weighted average of instantaneous signal energy across frequencies weighted by the average human cochlear sensitivity). Instead of selecting regular sampling points throughout the snippet (‘blind’ sampling), we distributed the same number of sampling points at the peaks and troughs of the 2–8 Hz band-pass-filtered speech envelope (starting with the highest peak and its immediately preceding trough; adding peak/trough pairs in decreasing order of peak amplitude; in case more sampling points were available than the number of peaks and troughs in the speech envelope, the remaining points were assigned so as to minimize the maximal sampling interval duration). In sum, this flexible subsampling kept the same average sampling rate as for blind sampling, but concentrated the samples at those moments where phonetic information was maximal. Yet we found no significant difference in the sensitivity of human listeners (n = 7) between the ‘blind’ and the ‘flexible’ subsampling of the input stream at frequencies between 8 and 64 Hz (two-way ANOVA with factors ‘frequency’ = (8,16,32,64 Hz) and ‘sampling type’ = [blind, flexible]; main effect of frequency F3,48 = 17.45, p < 0.0001, no main effect of sampling type or interaction, p > 0.5; data not shown). That is, audition remains an order of magnitude more vulnerable to temporal subsampling of its inputs than vision, even for a ‘flexible’ auditory subsampling. This finding definitely rules out the possibility that sampling at lower frequencies (less than 30 Hz) could occur early in auditory processing, since neither ongoing (‘blind’) nor entrained (‘flexible’) subsampling applied directly to the input stream would leave enough temporal information for further processing. In addition, it is worth noting that early subcortical auditory structures can display exquisite temporal resolution (greater than 100 Hz) that seems incompatible with temporal subsampling [107].

As mentioned previously, there are important architectural differences between the auditory and visual processing...
hierarchies. Without going too deep into anatomical details, the most relevant discrepancy for our purposes can be summarized as follows: visual perception (even for salient low-level features such as luminance and spatial localization) depends, in great part, on cortical activity, whereas auditory stimuli reach primary auditory cortex after an already extensive processing by subcortical structures [109,110].

Consequently, applying an architecturally similar perceptual sampling strategy in the two systems (perceptual cycles that sample sensory representations at a similar cortical level, possibly under the influence of attention) could then have very different functional consequences, compatible with what we have observed experimentally. Apparently simple visual tasks (e.g. flash detection in the dark; figure 1) would suffer periodic fluctuations in performance, but equivalent low-level auditory tasks (e.g. click detection in silence) would appear continuous, because their outcome can be determined on the basis of subcortical representations, prior to any perceptual sampling. Perceptual cycles would only be observed with higher-level auditory stimuli such as music or speech that are not differentially processed at a subcortical level and thus require cortical activation for efficient discrimination. In agreement with this idea, a recent study demonstrated that arbitrary white noise auditory stimuli could elicit theta-band phase entrainment, but only after sufficient exposure, presumably turning the meaningless patterns into meaningful auditory objects [111]. Note finally that this reasoning remains compatible with the postulated role for attention in perceptual cycles ([24]), because attention is primarily a cortical function in both visual and auditory modalities [112–114]. Until direct anatomo-functional evidence is discovered, we prefer not to speculate on whether primary sensory areas (both auditory and visual) participate or not in this ‘high-level’ periodic perceptual sampling.

(c) Conclusion: ongoing visual attentional cycles, entrained auditory attentional cycles?

To recapitulate, we can now critically evaluate the possible existence of perceptual cycles in the two modalities on the basis of experimental evidence reviewed in previous sections. We organize this evidence for perceptual cycles along two dimensions of interest, that is (i) whether they sample hierarchically ‘early’ or ‘late’ representations, and (ii) whether they sample in an ‘ongoing’ (blind, stimulus-independent) manner or in an ‘entrained’ (flexible, stimulus-dependent) manner.

Visual perception samples sensory representations at approximately 7–13 Hz (§2). Vision could afford to sample at a hierarchically early level, because it is robust to input subsampling down to at least 5 Hz (§4a). But it probably does not. Indeed, we have seen that visual perceptual cycles are mainly an attentional phenomenon ([25]) and this is more in line with a high-level (or at least a cortical) sampling (§4b). Vision samples in an ongoing manner, mostly blind to the stimulus content (§2b and §4c). Yet it also has the capability to entrain to and resonate with stimuli that contain an appropriate rhythmic structure ([25]; [56,57]). The periodicity of visual perception, in sum, is best described as an ongoing series of attentional cycles at approximately 7–13 Hz.

Audition does not sample at a hierarchically early level in either an ongoing way (§3b and §4c) or an entrained (flexible) way (§3c and §4c). If it does sample, then it must be at a higher level, that is, a cortical level (§4b). Many reports of attentional control of phase entrainment [74,75,115] suggest that the sampling may also be attentional, as in the visual system. Can this high-level sampling be an ongoing process as in vision, or must it be entrained by the temporal structure of auditory inputs? The lack of ongoing EEG phase influence in audition (§3b) as well as the finding that phase entrainment strongly facilitates intelligibility [65,78,86] compels us to favour the latter alternative, just like other authors have recently argued [73,76,89].

To sum up, if perceptual cycles exist in audition, then they must be a relatively high-level or attentional phenomenon (as in vision), and they must proceed by stimulus entrainment (contrary to vision). Based on numerous studies of rhythmic entrainment and speech processing, we believe that the cycles are most likely to be observed in the theta-frequency range (though gamma-frequency sampling cannot be categorically ruled out). But the big ‘if’ lingers. Definite evidence for auditory perceptual cycles is still lacking.
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